E.A. Shapiro et al. in e-print arXiv:0811.0857 continue to study and describe the problem of selective population transfer in multilevel quantum systems. Unfortunately, this description is not connected with a real physical base of phenomenon: with inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics.
The authors of e-print [1] continue the tradition to study and describe a population transfer processes in quantum systems without knowledge and understanding of a physical nature of a phenomenon. This tradition was constituted many decades ago, when the Bloch equations and the Rotating Wave Approximation model were proposed for description the dynamics of population transfer in a two-level quantum system [2] . The mathematical model gives excellent description of a full population transfer process from initial to final quantum state under action of a single frequency-chirped radiation. However, it nothing says about a physical nature of the process. This situation remains invariable till now.
For the last years it became in fashion to use the term interference (of a wave packets, pathways, atoms, etc.) for "explanation" of a physical origin of great number of phenomena in optics [3] . This situation looks like very similar to those, when for the question: "Why a day replaces a night?" the answer is: "Because of the Sun rises". As we know now, the physical explanation is that the Earth rotates. This is simple and obvious explanation now. But for Kopernik and Galilei there was long and dangerous work to convince their contemporaries.
The physical base of a directed population transfer process in quantum systems (also as of other phenomena in nonlinear optics) is an inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics. The essence of inequality concept is that differential cross-sections of forward and reversed quantum transitions can differ in many orders of magnitude. And reversed transitions have, obviously, much more sharp dependence of cross-section from a number of physical parameters (phase of radiation or atom's vibration in molecules, orientation of molecules or even position of atoms in space) than the forward one has (see for illustration Fig.1) .
In fact, this concept was experimentally proved already [4] . We have some direct and great number of indirect experimental proofs, but our scientists do not want to recognize the inequality concept. We do not believe that our scientists are more stupid than those, which work in the field of high energy physics. We also do not believe that the Galilei's judges were a stupid people. Quite probably they were a clever people. They understood that there was a harmful business (for a health) to spit against the wind. Unfortunately, our scientists are the same conformists. They know that to spit against the wind is a harmful business for a budget. But somebody must do it. Because of in opposite case the wind will never change and instead of study the physics we shall decades else to talk nonsense about interference, coherent states and so on.
Rather simple apparatus and methods (pump-probe) may be used for experimental study of a ratio of cross-sections of forward and reversed transitions [5] . The only thing which we need now is that our scientists should stop to believe that the Earth is flat and lies on the three fishes or that the nonlinear optics is based on an interference (of a matter waves, pathways, atoms, wave packets, etc.). It is based on the time noninvariance in optics.
2 Figure1
The supposed shapes of dependences of cross-sections for forward (1), backward and reversed (2) transitions from such parameters as the frequency ( ), phase, angel ( ), position of the particle (x).
